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Executive Summary

Every new investment you make in marketing technology
infrastructure represents an opportunity to position your
company for the future. The decisions you make now set
the foundation for exceptional marketing data management
and use, helping you to predict the needs of your organization
and enable its success, despite ever-growing volumes of
data that need to be sifted through and activated.
There are nearly 2,000 cloud-based technologies to choose from, across more than 30 different
categories, making your choices varied and complex. The key to taking advantage of this
unprecedented time of innovation and creativity is to ask the right questions in your discovery phase
and in the RFPs (requests for proposals) you solicit. And, perhaps most importantly, you should
require vendors to provide measurable proof that they can deliver on these new marketing realities
in today’s customer-focused, 24/7, data-addicted world.
This RFP primer emphasizes key purchase criteria to help you buy the best tag management system
for your business. Even if your company isn’t ready to fully implement all the new capabilities
available to you, the tag management system that delivers on these essential points will provide the
flexibility, efficiency, and future-proof foundation required to move your business toward driving more
profitable real-time interactions across all channels and devices.

Purchase Criteria for an Enterprise Tag Management System
1. Data Activation
As marketing departments move from supporting siloed applications and fragmented data
sources to a centralized approach in which data is collected, enriched and unified within
seconds, activation becomes crucial. To take advantage of true real-time data, your tag
management system needs a robust ecosystem of turnkey vendor integrations and data
connectors to help trigger behavior-based action, as well as send the data back to your existing
vendors to fuel better customer experiences.
2. Data Layer
A well-constructed data layer can act as both a common dictionary for your supporting digital
marketing applications and a unifying road map for how you want to communicate with your
customers. Without a data strategy for how to think about your customer interaction data, you
cannot unite your applications around common definitions. The data layer helps you achieve
the promise of omnichannel marketing and more profitable interactions.
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3. Data Enrichment
Another critical data-related function of a tag management system is enrichment. Most tag
management vendors can collect data in real time from either the web page or their mobile
SDKs, but very few can actually enrich visitor profile data on the fly with offline, server side
or behavioral insights. Enrichment means creating data where none existed before, such as
content affinity or lifetime value. In the latter example, a customer’s purchases across channels
are added up over time until they reach a certain pre-defined designation. This data did not exist
on the page, but was created within the tag management system and it powers entirely new
possibilities for interaction.
4. Advanced Customization
Your business requirements are constantly changing, requiring both flexibility and power from
your tag management system. An enterprise solution should offer the ability to customize your
data and tags on the fly without having to write any additional code. Content modification,
split segmentation, cryptographic hashing, event trigger handling, and data validation are all
advanced capabilities that a tag management system should be able to handle as part of its
standard solution set. Navigating today’s marketing technology landscape requires not just a tag
management system, but also a powerful toolbox capable of addressing your most complex
challenges.
5. Privacy Controls
Your marketing data is in the middle of a perfect storm where technology, business needs,
and regulations all come together. Your customers and governmental agencies everywhere
are demanding that people’s privacy and preferences be protected at all costs. Your tag
management system must help you meet all regulatory requirements and still be flexible enough
to ensure always-on marketing efforts can be handled. An enterprise tag management system
must offer flexible controls to give consumers choice and flexibility on a global scale.
6. Mobile Deployments
Mobile usage is already outpacing desktop usage by a wide margin. If you’re not a supporting
a mobile web site or app, chances are you soon will be. The same benefits that a tag
management system delivers for traditional web sites, neatly apply to your mobile channels.
This is key for understanding the customer’s journey across devices so you can deliver more
relevant experiences and fulfill today’s multichannel mandate. Make sure your tag management
system offers a complete mobile solution, including customer references.
7. Vendor Neutrality
A tag management system that is truly vendor neutral—one that supports all marketing
technologies with turnkey precision—helps you remain flexible when adopting and testing new
technologies. Your architecture should deliver point-and-click simplicity when adding, removing
and managing all of your mission-critical vendor tags, whether it’s three or 300. The ability to
scale instantly across multiple categories of technology while improving performance, simplifying
operations and ensuring quality are essential to meeting your marketing program demands.
Deep research should be conducted for tag management vendors providing solutions that
compete with established industry categories like analytics, content testing, and ad targeting
as this may be a flag for conflict of interest.
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8. Unified Marketing
Moving at the speed of marketing requires an unambiguous understanding that change is
constant, demands will rarely cease, and priorities often change. A unified marketing technology
infrastructure that supports the demands of modern marketing is not a luxury, but a must-have.
A unified set of data that is enriched and can be used across all your vendors improves time
to market, time-to-customer value, and greatly reduces complexity. A unified approach to
marketing requires deploying a tag management system as the foundation of your technology
stack. The tag management system must deliver the best data layer structure for your business
and must be able to handle all tags and data elements that you require—both now and into
the future.
Making your purchasing decision based on these criteria will help set your organization on the
path to true omnichannel marketing and more profitable customer interactions. A unified marketing
technology infrastructure keeps pace with the speed of changing business requirements, moving
your business away from costly and time-consuming back-office data integration projects to a realtime organization where data can be collected, enriched and acted upon within seconds, across any
customer touch point.

How to Use This Document
Tealium’s RFP primer is made up of nine sections, each one focused on the critical elements of
tag management system selection. The first section is where you can provide important information
about your company and your goals. In each subsequent section, you’ll see a question or request
in bold. Underneath the question is the rationale for why it is an important item for you to consider
in your selection process.
Along with this RFP primer, we include a Word document that can be fully branded in with your own
company name and logo.
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Project Overview
RFP Tip: Describing your current environment, project scope, and desired outcome as
accurately as possible helps vendors respond with clearly defined solutions. Vendors should
also be encouraged to think creatively and to suggest alternate solutions that might provide
additional value not originally considered.

Requesting Company Information
[Provide a short overview of your company. Include information such industry served, company size,
number of employees, web address, and so on.]

Marketing/Data Challenges
[Describe your current challenges. Common challenges include fragmented data, limited staff
expertise, vendor lock-in, speed of deployment and other issues, such as an aggressive
implementation schedule.]

Current Marketing Infrastructure/Environment
[Summarize your current technology environment. Be specific and comprehensive to ensure that
the respondent understands the true complexity of your marketing and customer data
infrastructure.]

Desired Marketing/Data Infrastructure Environment
[Describe the type of technology environment that you would like to attain with this project.
Include details about performance, resiliency, and management capabilities.]

Project Purpose
[Describe the purpose of this project. Is it all encompassing or does it pertain to just one aspect
of the overall marketing technology, website, mobile or customer data strategy?]

Project Scope
[Describe the scope of this project. Include beginning and end dates, resources involved in
the project, and the method that will be used to determine whether the project is successful.]
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Instructions for RFP Responses
Evaluation Schedule
[Provide an expected timeline for your evaluation and decision-making process.]
Milestone

Date

RFP distributed to vendors
Questions due from vendors
Response to vendors’ questions
RFP responses due from vendors
Clarification questions on vendor responses
Invitations for formal presentations
Vendor demonstrations and presentations
Selection of vendor, contract negotiation

Proposal Format
[Outline specifics for how you want vendors to format their responses to your RFP.]
Example
Font: Arial (no smaller than 11 pt.)

Questions
Who should respondents contact if they have questions about this RFP?
Name:
E-mail:
Phone:

Confidentiality
[Include a confidentiality statement, if necessary.]
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Submitting Responses
RFP responses, including all supporting documentation, are due no later than [insert time and date].
Responses should be delivered as electronic copies in PDF format.
Submit responses to:
Name:
Company:
Phone:
E-mail:

Basis of Award
[Outline the criteria you will use to evaluate each RFP response. Provide as much detail as you can.
If possible, identify how the criteria will be weighted or ranked. This will help vendors understand
what is important to you and to address your needs accordingly. Areas to consider include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical capability
Functionality
Vendor support, responsiveness, and follow-up
Ease of use
Flexibility and ease of product implementation
Plan implementation and support
Pricing
Timely and complete response to RFP
Vendor client references
Results of requested demonstrations and presentations

Notifications
[Describe how and when vendors will be notified about requests for additional information, formal
presentations, and the outcome of the selection process.]
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Section 1. Vendor Information
RFP Tip: This initial information from the vendor helps determine the vendor’s overall viability.
Your project may depend on long-term vendor involvement. In such cases, vendor stability
may be a heavily weighted factor.

1.1 Vendor Contact Information
Provide contact information for one or more principal individuals to be contacted about the
information in this RFP.
Vendor Response
Name:
Title:
E-mail:
Phone:

1.2 Vendor Overview
Provide a brief history of your company. Include how long the company has been in business,
how many customers you currently have, the location of corporate headquarters, and geographic
locations where your company operates (e.g., locations of field sales offices, manufacturing
locations, design centers, and support centers).
Vendor Response
Enter your response here.

1.3 Financial Background
Are you a private or publicly traded company? If public, provide your ticker symbol and a copy of
your company’s most recent annual report. If private, describe how the business started and who
funded the startup. Provide evidence of your company’s financial stability and projected longevity.
Vendor Response
Enter your response here.

1.4 Products and Services
Describe your company’s core product and service lines.
Vendor Response
Enter your response here.
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1.5 Differentiators
What differentiates your company’s products and services from those of your competitors?
Please list your top five differentiators.
Vendor Response
Enter your response here.

1.6 Industry Awards and Recognition
List any prominent awards or industry recognition your company has received. Of particular interest
are awards for product innovation and company growth.
Vendor Response
Enter your response here.

1.7 Customer Roster
Provide the names and industries of any customers relevant to this RFP. This will not serve as a
customer reference request but evidence of similar deployments/experience. Please include links
to relevant case studies, if applicable.
Vendor Response
Enter your response here.
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Section 2. Methodology
Note: Beginning with this section and continuing through the document, you will find business
case content following each question. This information was developed to help guide you as you
contemplate the best solution for your business needs. After reviewing, delete the business case
text and replace it with your own.

2.1. Architecture and Performance
1. Please describe your underlying technology for delivering tags to the browser, and for
management rules that govern when the browser will execute tags. Please add in any key
differentiators.
Look for a solution with a robust and resilient technology platform. Best-in-class solutions will have
multiple layers of redundancy and performance infrastructure to meet the needs of today’s most
demanding customers. The use of multiple content delivery networks (CDNs) and highly scalable
and geographically distributed data collection are important factors. If you select a server-side
solution, ensure that the solution can scale with no outages or latency periods. Ask for evidence
of robust scale going back at least 24 months.
2. How do you monitor performance of your tag delivery platform?
Look for a solution that uses a third-party system to monitor your tag management platform to
ensure an unbiased review of performance. Best-in-class solutions consistently deliver tags in
fewer than 50 milliseconds, including high traffic days such as Cyber Monday.
3. Please describe the privacy controls and data security functionality of the product(s).
To protect your business from privacy risks, your tag management system should not expose your
data to third parties during tagging operations. Look for a tag management system that provides
out-of-the-box features for supporting end-user privacy practices such as opt-out, Do Not Track
(DNT), data encryption, and data validation.
4. Please share any platform limitations regarding data rules or distribution.
Every organization has special needs for what they would like to track and trigger from a load rule
and tag perspective. It is important that your tag management system allows you to leverage any
data that is exposed in the browser (e.g., DOM elements, first-party cookies, JavaScript page
variables, metadata, and query string parameters). Your tag management system should not have
any limitations with creating simple, complex, or time-based load rules and distributing that data to
the vendors you work with.
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2.2. Tag Delivery and Management
1. Explain how you store client data.
Data collection and storage is important when you are considering global privacy and compliance
rules. Ensure that your tag management system properly manages your customer data and offers
you services/tools for global compliance.
2. Describe which data can be shared across vendors for profile enrichment.
The enrichment of data and profiles across platforms enables you to make the most out of
technology investments. Understanding how the data is shared and protected will help you
understand if it meets your data privacy guidelines.
3. Is the platform capable of standardizing data across tags and vendors?
Standardized marketing data is key to any unified marketing initiatives. Ensure that your tag
management system enables you to have a world-class data layer. A data layer should be
flexible enough to collect all the information made available by your content management system,
e-commerce platform, marketing applications, or other key systems. It should also have full access
to all the client-side data known to the web browser during a visit.
4. How does the platform manage HTTP vs. HTTPS implementations? Does this require
the placement of a second, different tag on HTTPS pages?
Most digital marketing implementations include a mixture of HTTP and HTTPS. Your tag
management system should be able to handle both seamlessly to avoid costly and redundant
development, QA, and site management.
5. Does the platform support minified JavaScript?
Minifying the size of the files required for tag management is a critical piece to overall web site
performance. Advanced systems will have built-in checks to ensure proper file security and version
alignment.
6. Do you support server-to-server data exchange with tag vendors?
Best-in-class tag management systems will provide a variety of data distribution options. Primary
delivery should be a browser-to-server connection, which is the de-facto standard methodology
used in the industry. However, server-to-server distribution should be a required feature of the
overall system for certain delivery scenarios, such as low bandwidth environments, mobile
deployment, or for trigger-based calls to APIs.
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Section 3. Managing Tags, Deployments, and Integrations
3.1. Tag Marketplace
1. Share total number of turnkey tag integrations.
The digital marketing space is complex and growing; the ability to add, change, remove and
deploy tags quickly across a large number of vendors is critical when delivering real-time marketing
campaigns, programs, and analytics. A robust ecosystem of vendors with turnkey integrations
provides you with the most scalable and flexible options, without forcing you to take on additional
custom development. Look for a tag management system that scales beyond a handful of
integrations to a system that approaches nearly 1,000 vendor integrations—giving you the most
flexibility possible.
2. Please detail the tags you support in the categories listed below.
Tag support, including all the variations and product revisions, is important. Not only should you
know which tags your tag management system supports, you should also look at how deep the
integration with each vendor is. The more comprehensive data that you can leverage across your
vendors, the better your deployment and customers’ experiences will be.
The responses you should be looking for should include the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ad Servers/Display Ads (DoubleClick, Atlas, etc.)
Affiliates (Commission Junction, Affiliate Window, etc.)
E-mail / Marketing Automation (Salesforce Marketing Cloud, Oracle Responsys, Marketo, etc.)
Web Analytics (Adobe SiteCatalyst, IBM Coremetrics, etc.)
MVT or Personalization (Adobe Test and Target, Optimizely, etc.)
Search (Google AdWords, Marin Software, etc.)
Social (Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Add This, etc.)
Others?

3. Are there any specific tags or categories of tags that cannot be supported?
A tag management system should work with all JavaScript-based tags and should natively support
any tag. If there is a tag vendor you require that is not supported by the tag management system,
you should be given a timeframe for how long it will take and the cost to develop the integration.
4. Are there any specific tags or categories of tags that require custom development from
your company?
Look for a tag management system designed for ease of expansion, and one where configuration,
load rules, and data management for a tag can be specified via a point-and-click UI to ensure
non-technical and technical users alike can quickly deploy and manage any type of tag.
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5. Describe the process of adding a tag that is currently not integrated in your solution.
Time is of the essence when you have a new vendor that you want to add to your digital marketing
technology stack. Rapid response to your business needs is as important as being able to deploy
tags in a few quick steps. You should be looking for a five day or less turnaround time on adding
new, fully tested vendor tags. Custom development should be greatly minimized through strong
extensibility features of the tag system. A best-in-class vendor should be able to easily demonstrate
the process for bringing new vendors into the system without the need for paid professional services
engagements or custom work of any kind.

3.2. Tags, Vendors, and Turnkey Integrations
1. Does your system support multiple instances and versions of the same tag vendor?
In some cases, you may be using the same tag but different versions across multiple properties or
channels. Look for a tag management system that supports new and older vendor integrations to
ensure continuity and stability of your deployment. Additionally, new version configurations should
take days, not weeks, to integrate.
2. How many tags does your system support?
Most tag management system vendors claim they support all tags but that’s not always true. They
may only support those that do not require custom development. Find out how much coding will be
involved to support new vendor tags and how much effort is involved when you want to send a new
data element to an existing tag.
3. What level of JavaScript knowledge is necessary for tag configuration and management?
One of the many values of a tag management system is the minimization or elimination of JavaScript
coding for tag deployment. If users must know JavaScript to deploy tags in a tag management
system, then much of the intrinsic value related to time and resource savings is wasted.
4. How long does it take to deploy a typical tag?
This is tied closely to questions 1-3. If tags can be deployed with little or no coding, it should take
minutes, not hours or days to deploy your tags. Look for point-and-click simplicity in the UI rather
than coding and customization.
5. Do you have a container tag to deploy custom tags?
There are times when a custom tag is required. The tag management system you select should
allow you to add custom tags without engaging in lengthy development or professional service
engagements.
6. Support for iFrame/JavaScript tags?
iFrame/JavaScript tags are commonly used for placements that can deliver both standard images
and rich media. Your tag management system must have the ability to support these types of tags
and provide delivery alternatives when browsers do not support this type of tag methodology.
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7. Describe the process to add a tag.
Simplicity when adding a tag is paramount. The more steps that are involved, the more room there
is for error. Your tag management system should offer simple drag-and-drop functionality for
tag additions, including wizards for deployment and data layer creation.
8. Describe the process to remove a tag.
The ability to simply remove a tag through a point-and-click solution will enable you to manage your
sites and vendors much faster.
9. What type of data can be used as input parameters to be passed to vendor tags?
Your tag management system should support all formats and varieties of data. Best practices will
be to source data from pre-existing or coded sources from the page and/or mobile app. Best-inclass systems will enable easy configuration of dynamic data sources as well as behavioral sources
that include on-page events (clicks, etc.). Page ‘scraping’ via xPath or similar functionality is not
recommended, as any change to page structure is likely to corrupt outbound data. Best-in-class
systems should also support common data transformations without the need for custom
programming. Simple transformations like lower casing, or more advanced transformations such as
currency conversion or encryption, will ensure that vendors receive the most robust data possible.
10. Are custom variables and custom fields for vendor tags supported?
Most of your marketing vendors will require support of custom fields and parameters during
configuration. Your tag management system must have flexible templates to support custom
requirements that meet your business needs. Best-in-class systems will fully support the standard
fields as well as the more advanced fields and capabilities offered by tag vendors.

3.3. Tag Loading
1. Does your system support conditional logic to load and execute tags using elements
other than page URL? Please describe the process to define conditional logic.
An advanced tag management system will enable sophisticated rules for triggering tags. This
sophistication enables loading tags based on inbound channels, user history, as well as on-page
conditions. Basic solutions will be primarily URL or ID-based.
2. Does your system support time-based load rules and execution of tags?
Time-based load logic is needed in a number of scenarios, including instances where you want
to ensure vendors are limited to data based on campaign timelines, or when you want to reduce
excess cost for vendors that charge on a per-call basis, like content personalization solutions.
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3. What other logic is available?
Your tag management system should support the following out of the box:
•
•
•
•

DOM elements
First-party cookies
JavaScript page variables
Query string parameters

In addition, the tag management system should allow users to work with programmatic logic and/or
conditioning.
Extended functionality, beyond simply adding and removing a tag, should also allow you to
manipulate data—prior to it being sent to the tag vendor itself—without requiring JavaScript
programming expertise.
4. Is the logic for tag loading and execution evaluated in the visitor browser or is data being
sent to an external network to be evaluated? Please describe the process for evaluating tag
load logic.
Load rules are precise conditions that stipulate when and where to load a tag. Generally made up
of one or more logical statements, a rule has to be satisfied in order to load the tag to which it
is applied. The most efficient means to evaluate a load rule is in the browser where computing
performance greatly outpaces network latency. The best systems will take full advantage of the
performance benefits of evaluating load rules without needing to send an additional query to a
network server.

3.4. Tools
1. Can you provide privacy opt-in/out options for visitors? How are privacy choices
presented to visitors?
Native features for privacy and data security are important capabilities of any tag management
system because they help you protect customer data, while also giving customers choice over their
privacy preferences. Best-in-class systems should support data encryption, consumer opt-out, and
Do Not Track (DNT). These features allow you to comply with frequent changes in privacy rules
abroad as well as within the United States.
2. Do you provide channel attribution-based conditional loading of tags (i.e., fire last or
first-click affiliate)?
The ability to choose which tags to load—and which partner to credit with key events based on a
variety of factors—is critical to any tag management system. Advanced solutions will have flexible
ways to determine which partner should receive credit for a conversion and send this information
to analytics systems that can assess this information. This information should also be easily made
available to tag load rules, which can be used to avoid sending credit for a conversion to an
unrelated partner.
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3. Can you make attribution data available for integration with web analytics?
Crediting the right partners is only part of the challenge facing users of tag management systems.
Sharing attribution data with digital analytics systems improves marketing campaigns and decisionmaking. Best-in-class solutions will make attribution data available to web analytics or campaign
performance reporting in order to leverage this data not only in the TMS but in best-in-breed
visualization solutions.
4. What kind of data manipulation features do you provide?
The ability to manipulate data (without requiring JavaScript knowledge) prior to sending it to tag
vendors should be a key feature of any enterprise tag management system. Web page data is often
inconsistent and unsuitable for use within an analytics reporting suite. Best-in-class systems offer
a variety of ways to manipulate data located in the data layer before it gets distributed to tags.
Common data manipulation extensions should include link and event tracking, data encryption,
currency conversion, lookup tables, and data persistence.
5. Describe how the platform can be used to evaluate/test new vendors.
Digital marketing is evolving at a rapid pace. The ability to test new vendors in a neutral platform is
imperative when considering a tag management system. This gives your organization the flexibility
to achieve the proper digital marketing mix. An enterprise tag management system, in addition to
having the most comprehensive selection of tag vendor integrations, should offer the ability to
conduct a vendor split test that gives users the ability to assess vendors against each other to see
which ones are going to best meet your business needs.
6. Can you handle custom link tracking for web analytics without tagging links on pages?
Events such as link clicks are essential data used by tag management systems to better understand
visitor behavior. Eventually, the data is relayed to tag vendors. Hence, a best-in-class system should
support point-and-click configuration of on-page event tracking without requiring custom
programming or professional services engagements.
7. Does your product support management of multiple currencies for international sites?
Please describe how a user configures currency conversion.
Many companies that engage in e-commerce across multiple geographies often struggle to achieve
a timely and consistent set of reporting in their analytics systems. One of the reasons for these
struggles is the financial reconciliation process. This process typically requires back-office data
processing that is often delayed by weeks or months. Advanced tag management systems can
automatically convert transactions in multiple currencies into a single currency, which can then be
shared with your analytics vendor for timely reporting.
8. Can vendor tags be connected to a unique user identifier or key? Please explain.
Tag management systems have the ability to stitch together multiple device IDs, desktop IDs, and
cookie syncing to ensure a true multichannel and multi-device view of the customer journey. This
enables you to deliver a more personalized and relevant customer experience. Best-in-class systems
allow any number of identifiers to be used for this stitching.
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Section 4. Tag Management System Installation and Publishing
4.1. Tag Publishing and Workflow
1. Does your system offer tools to audit deployed tags? Please describe this functionality.
Data quality is essential to any digital marketing or customer data initiative. To ensure the highest
quality standards, it is critical that all the data being sent to vendors through tags is consistent.
Best-in-class tag management systems address this challenge by offering ways to scan your web
site for tags not being managed by the system. Doing this also greatly reduces the risk of data leaks
from tags falling outside of your data governance practices.
2. What code is required to deploy your solution?
The deployment of any tag management system should be a one-time deployment of code,
and should not require ongoing software coding. Best-in-class systems are designed to allow
for centralized upgrades and will partner with industry leading e-commerce platforms or content
management systems to streamline the initial integration process.
3. Does your solution support multiple environments for testing and QA?
The ability to tightly control the deployment of new configurations of tag vendors and marketing
initiatives should be included with any tag management system. Best-in-class systems support
multiple test environments and provide greater quality assurance for the proper loading of tags
(as well as for associated data flow) before you release that configuration to your web site or
mobile application.
4. If yes, is there a limit to the number of test environments your system supports?
It may be appropriate to create additional custom environments for agencies, or for different
departments to have their own sandbox to work within prior to pushing the configuration out to
the public.
5. Describe the process to install tags in a mobile site and within a mobile app.
The ability to support mobile sites and apps should be supported by any tag management system.
Make sure that the deployment of solutions to a mobile site or app is done through the same user
interface as other tags. Enterprise systems will support a wide variety of mobile operating systems
and cross-development platforms. Mobile tag management should be flexible enough to support
simple automatic event tracking, as well as more advanced developer-level features.
6. Is there a limit to the number of web sites your system can support?
The ability to support hundreds of web properties should be standard within any tag management
system. Best-in-class systems should demonstrate support for large and diverse organizations.
Strong supporting features around inheritance of configurations and preferences across site profiles
make managing multiple properties much easier.
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7. Does your system have version control?
The ability to see what has been pushed out between different environments, rolling back to
previous versions, and having control over who is doing what within your tag management system
should be included within a platform. Best-in-class systems have strong visual reporting and timeline
views of all changes made to your configuration. Rolling back a change should be a simple, userfriendly action.
8. What is the time to deployment when publishing a new version?
The length of time between publishing a tag and having it go live in production is critical when you
are attempting to get a new tag or marketing initiative running. Advanced systems have published
times of no less than five minutes typically.
9. Please explain the process of deploying new versions? Describe rollback?
The publishing of a new configuration version should be streamlined so that non-technical and
technical users alike can make these changes with the click of a button. Users should also be able
to easily roll back a faulty configuration with a few simple clicks. Version control and histories should
be easily accessible.
10. Can you provide data verification? What rules are available?
The tag management system should ensure that data that is transferred to vendors is properly
formatted and within parameters set by the end user. Advanced systems support verification of
page data to ensure information flows properly to mission-critical tags such as personalization
or analytics.

4.2 Tag Management System Implementation
1. Describe the implementation process.
Implementation of a tag management system should be a thorough and supported process
that enables technical and non-technical users to be self-sufficient in managing their system after
deployment. Strong implementations are ones that create collaboration between business and
technical teams so they can meet the current and future challenges of your digital presence. At a
high level, you should expect help in defining your data layer; removing extraneous code from your
web pages; and extensive training on adding tags and building load rules. Industry leaders offer
dedicated account and deployment managers. A typical enterprise implementation process
should take no more than 45 days. Best-in-breed solutions will offer plugins for major CMS and
e-commerce platforms for faster deployment.
2. Is the primary tag loaded synchronously or asynchronously?
It is commonly accepted that loading tags asynchronously is the most efficient way of delivering
tags to a page without detracting from the user’s experience. Some particular use cases require
synchronous tag loading to prevent unwanted “flickering” of personalized page content. While this
methodology should not be used in a widespread way, your tag management system should
support both synchronous or asynchronous tag loading.
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3. Do you load subsequent tags synchronously or asynchronously?
As with all tag loading, subsequent tags should be loaded asynchronously unless there’s a specific
reason not to do so. If a tag is slow to respond, your system should have the ability to disable that
tag while continuing to serve all other tags. This methodology should not have an impact on page
performance or the user’s experience.
4. Do you provide any out-of-the-box integrations or plug-ins for major CMS and
e-commerce platforms? If yes, please list them here.
A tag management system should integrate with multiple platforms outside of just marketing tags.
A best-in-class system should support a wide variety of technology partners for turnkey integrations.
Some common examples are Magento, Hybris, Wordpress, Drupal, Sitecore, Demandware, Splunk
and Ektron.
5. Does your system support native mobile applications? If yes, please state which operating
systems?
A tag management solution should offer full support for all major mobile operating systems, including
iOS, Android, Blackberry, and Windows. Best-in-class systems will also support cross-development
platforms such as Titanium, PhoneGap, and Unity.
6. Does your system support mobile tags?
The ability to deploy mobile-based analytics tags within a tag management system should be
standard. Enterprise systems should provide advanced tags beyond analytics, as well as support
intelligent caching and automatic event capture.
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Section 5. Administration
1. Please describe user-level permission controls and user management.
Enterprise tag management systems should support account-level permissions for typical functions
such as publishing rights on a per-profile or per-site basis. Best-in-class systems have much more
granular controls for specific features or functions within each profile configuration, such as which
tags, load rules, or data sources can be modified by specific users.
2. Are roles capable of being defined by site/domain?
All tag management systems should allow for multiple sites/domains to be managed as separate
entities. You should be able to clearly define users and permissions on a per-site basis.
3. What precautions are taken to protect this interface from malicious users?
Can administrators configure password criteria?
Security should be an important consideration when evaluating a tag management system. It should
support strong password controls and rules, which will govern how strong passwords must be for
users of the system. Best-in-class systems have advanced security features, such as the ability
to create an IP whitelist that specifies which network accounts that customers can access. Any
attempt to access an account from an IP address not on the whitelist should fail authentication.
4. Do you perform external penetration tests at least quarterly?
Enterprise tag management vendors should demonstrate a strong commitment to security.
All security-related events on critical or sensitive systems must be logged and audit trails saved.
Best-in-class companies will engage in frequent third-party intrusion and vulnerability scans
and analysis.
5. Describe approval process/workflows within the solution.
The console of a tag management system should allow users to establish a publishing workflow.
Administrators should be able to specify which users may only submit changes for approval and
which users can approve those changes for publishing.
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Section 6. Reporting and Notification
1. Does your system monitor tag performance?
A tag management system should help you mitigate any risks associated with tags that are
performing poorly. Faulty or slow tags should be terminated to reduce any risk of user experience
degradation.
2. What reporting does your system offer?
A tag management system should monitor and report the overall health of tag vendors firing as an
aggregate, how quickly the universal tag is firing, if there are any errors and if there are any tags that
need to be killed.
3. Does your system have auditing tools?
A tag management system should provide reporting mechanisms that ensure users are pushing
out appropriate tag configurations. It should also specify which tags are being managed outside of
the tag management system so your company can understand the total scope of your deployment
without engaging additional resources to find hidden tags within your web channel. Depending on
your organization’s depth of knowledge, code level diff tools may be a required feature set for IT
to fully vet new configurations.
4. Does your system allow set-up alerts around data irregularity?
A best-in-class tag management system should have alerting functionality for detecting data
irregularity, which can cause serious business challenges or data leaks. Alerts around pages with
no page names, orders without an order ID, or products without a product name are just a few
examples that should be included in a tag management system.
5. If yes, what does the notification process look like?
The notification process should be real time and sent to the appropriate recipient in the form of
an e-mail with the specific irregularity included.
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Section 7. Unified Marketing and Data Management Platform Capabilities
A tag management system is a key component of a larger, unified marketing platform that enables
timely and relevant cross-channel customer interactions. Make sure your vendor offers a detailed
path to achieving this unified approach, including capabilities for segmentation, enrichment and data
distribution.
1. Describe your company’s unified marketing capabilities.
A properly deployed tag management system should easily capture the data flowing to tag vendors
such as analytics, optimization, or personalization systems. A best-in-class tag management system
should allow you to use insight from one channel or application to improve interactions in another.
It should also be able to collect multiple identifiers that tie visitor profiles together across devices
and channels.
2. Do you provide access to raw event-level data? If so, please explain and provide an
example feed and frequency of data.
A tag management system should offer a clean, timely feed of all visitors’ behavioral data and
have the ability to distribute unified data amongst your chosen vendors. Advanced systems should
maintain a repository of new and historical data in a standard CSV file or an API that can also be
delivered to any business intelligence platform or reporting tool.
3. Do you provide access to visitor-level data (i.e., lifetime value)? If so, please explain
this capability.
Best-in-class tag management systems should allow users to define new metrics and segments
that enrich visitor profiles beyond standard transaction data. Users should be able to quantify online
browsing metrics like the number of visits in a week, duration of each visit, or event count. They
should also be able to define new attributes using complex mathematical equations, ratios, rolling
sum or averages.
4. Can the enriched visitor data be segmented? Which segmentation criteria can the
user create?
The ability to define and create first-party visitor profiles should be a feature offered by any tag
management system. Best-in-class systems have the ability to create on-the-fly visitor segments,
using any known visitor behavior or combination of behaviors on the organization’s web or mobile
channels. These segments should become attributes of the visitor rather than stored groupings of
visitors, which limit your ability to take full advantage of visitor attributes for more profitable marketing
interactions.
5. Are new metrics active immediately after definition?
Fresh user-defined business rules that create new visitor attributes should be reflected immediately.
Best-in-class systems will immediately enrich the visitor profiles and make the data available in real
time for use by personalization systems or in tag management rules.
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6. What types of third-party vendors can you send data to?
A unified marketing platform needs to work with any type of vendor that can leverage rich visitor
profile data. A best-in-class system will support a wide variety of connectors to share visitor profile
data with key ecosystem players in areas such as e-mail, advertising, CRM, data warehouse, testing
and optimization, and data warehousing.
7. Describe the type of data that can be shared with partners.
A unified marketing platform should support the creation of any visitor attribute that might be used
by partners to improve visitor or customer interactions across a variety of potential touch points.
Best-in-class systems should be flexible in their ability to extend the potential data being sent to
partners. New visitor attributes based on user-defined business logic should automatically extend
the dataset without complex IT or professional service engagements.
8. Does your solution have real-time capabilities?
A unified marketing platform should support real-time data collection and distribution to action
systems. This allows organizations to send timely marketing messaging to the user via e-mail, chat,
banners, personalization systems, and more—before the user navigates away and data about the
user is lost.
9. Does your solution have the ability to incorporate off-site or off-line data?
Off-site or off-line data can be used to augment your visitor profiles to fuel more personalized
marketing. A tag management vendor should provide capabilities that allow marketers to segment,
enrich and distribute audience data to improve targeting and real-time interactions.
10. If yes, does this require additional services?
The ability to integrate off-site or off-line data from multiple sources should be included with any
unified marketing platform to ensure a true omnichannel view of users as they interact with an
organization’s web and mobile channels.
11. Is there a limit to the number of visitor profile enrichments that can be made within
your unified marketing platform?
One of the strongest opportunities of unified marketing centers around the improved depth of
analysis provided by enriched datasets created with strong, user-defined visitor attributes. Limits
should not be imposed on users when creating new definitions for enrichment.
12. Describe any validation tools within your unified marketing platform.
A unified marketing system should allow you to validate your business rule definitions by engaging
in test sessions that show live segmentation, metrics creation, or visitor behaviors in an easy-to-use
visual interface.
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13. Can you accurately identify and merge visitor profiles when they use multiple devices
and browsers?
Integrated messaging and engagement requires identifying the same visitor across multiple devices.
A standard feature of any unified marketing system should be the ability to stitch together visitor
profiles from multiple devices. Best-in-class systems are able to use any unique identifier such as
social network ID, e-mail address, or cookie ID across any device in real time to ensure all unified
marketing activities work off the same comprehensive understanding of your customers.
14. How can advertisers better manage marketing channel and partner attribution using
the unified marketing platform?
A unified marketing system should allow you to send visitor attributes (and other indicators that
will improve conversion rates) to key advertising networks and partners. For example, once the
visitor buys something or goes too long without making a purchase, the ad technology can be
alerted to stop retargeting that visitor. Profiling ideal audiences will ensure optimal monetization
of ad expenditures.
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Section 8. Deployment and Post Deployment Support
1. Please share client services and consulting roles and titles in your organization.
You should expect a formal process with multiple resources for you to leverage during your
deployment and through the life of your contract. This should be included within your service
contract. A best-in-class tag management system should have a dedicated account manager,
a solutions architect and a deployment manager that will be involved in your deployment and for
the duration of your contract.
2. Describe the customer support team.
Full support should always be included with a tag management system subscription. An advanced
tag management system should not require additional professional services. You should be able to
make changes on your own. However, should the need for additional support arise, you should have
a dedicated account manager that you can contact. If there is the need for additional support, you
should have allocated training hours included with your contract.
3. Do you provide web-based product training? Describe any associated costs.
Additional training should be provided if new employees will be using the tag management
system. You should expect frequent training, including periodic webinars and regional events.
4. Do you provide classroom training?
You should expect multiple ways to receive training from your tag management vendor, including
classroom training, access to a strong online learning community, webinars, and recorded sessions.
5. Do you provide regional training events?
You should expect your tag management vendor to offer several training events per year, spread
geographically.
6. Describe your help/knowledgebase offering.
Any tag management system should offer access to an online community knowledge base that is
easily accessible within the system. A best-in-class system will not only facilitate communication
between users, it will also actively monitor and respond to questions posed by the community of
users at no additional cost.
7. Describe the last known outage your product experienced and the actions taken to
minimize feature disruptions.
Should your tag management system experience any disruption, it is important to understand what
steps your vendor will take to ensure it doesn’t happen again. Also, make sure they have a process
in place to address any of your concerns or escalations.
8. What percentage of your company’s revenues is derived from professional services?
You should look for companies with a strong commitment to producing an easy-to-use,
turnkey solution. You should be able to derive value from your engagement without paying
for customizations related to standard use cases.
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Section 9. Vision
1. What are the biggest challenges facing marketers today?
A tag management solution provider should acknowledge the rapid evolution of the digital marketing
ecosystem, and the challenges marketers face in keeping up with technology and the variety of
channel tactics.
2. What are your goals as an organization?
Great SaaS organizations will focus on building a customer-centered company and developing
a strong, repeatable software business. Beware of companies that demonstrate an over-reliance
on professional services since it may be a sign of immature software or processes.
3. What is your release management strategy? Include the frequency of releases,
implementation approaches (i.e., beta release vs. general release), and strategies
to manage release scope (major vs. minor).
You should expect your tag management system to be continuously upgraded. All new releases
should be checked for quality assurance, backward compatibility and, of course, availability for
immediate use if it meets your business needs.
4. How is customer feedback gathered and integrated into the solution?
You should expect your tag management vendor to be responsive to your feedback. Enterpriseclass companies will have product advisory councils, global user conferences, and regular account
management check-ins to gather customer feedback.
5. Please provide references of clients signed in the last 3 months.
You should expect to talk to a variety of users who will understand the type of challenges your
company faces.
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